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ABSTRACT 
The term "scientific publication" includes several types of 
scientific communications and digital broadcasts that 
scientific researchers make of their work towards their peers 
and an audience of specialists. These publications describe in 
detail the studies or experiments carried out and the 
conclusions drawn from them by the authors. They undergo 
an examination of the value of the results and the rigor of the 
scientific method used for the work carried out. In this paper 
we evaluated the quality of a scientific article on the subject 
(topic), based on its citations and where is it cited, we based 
on the Topic modeling theme with the choice of LDA 
algorithms applied to the corpus Nips (1987-2016) for 
detecting all subjects of each paper and there citations in a 
first step then on the citations of each article of the corpus and 
on the Sentiment Analysis using a lexical based approaches. 
Then we created a csv file containing the link of each paper 
with the other cited papers (relation cited-citing), and finally 
generated a semantic graph between these publications.   
 
Key words: Scientific publication, Citation analysis, 
Bibliometric, Citation graph, Semantic graph, Natural 
language Processing. 
 
1. INTRODUCTION 
When we say that an article is relevant, are we talking about 
the quantity of citations or the quality of the content?  
This topic is the subject of recurrent debates while the number 
of scientific articles and the number of articles "cited" have 
increased sharply for two centuries, and even more for two 
decades due in particular to the appearance of the Internet and 
its search engines. Despite the establishment of 
scientometrics, bibliometrics [1] and management of 
scientific publication, authors [2][3][4][5][6][7] warn of the 
existence of misleading, biased or poor quality studies which 
pollute the research process and discredit science.  

 
 

 

 
The criteria and procedures for evaluation are very much 
identical to those applied in the evaluation of research in 
general: peer reviews, panels, bibliometric indices, etc. The 
practical application of these tools in the case of development 
research may sometimes be quite difficult. Yet there seems to 
exist a general consensus that quality must be expressed in the 
same manner as for any scientific research, with the same 
problems and the same constraints. 
 
The measurement of the quality of scientific productivity is 
problematic, no matter how quality is defined. In the case of 
publications, the most common method is to ask others in the 
same field to express their professional opinions. Obviously, 
the reliability of such assessments depend on the knowledge, 
objectivity and integrity of the assessors. What one person 
describes as a great contribution may be assessed as only 
modest by another or even regarded as contributing nothing 
by a third person. The peer review system is only as good as 
the people chosen to represent the peer group. The peer 
review process can sometimes be cumbersome because of 
difficulties in identifying appropriate peers, getting them to 
respond in reasonable time, and reconciling contrasting views 
when these arise. These are some of the reasons for the search 
for alternative measures of quality. 
 
Bibliometric is a method of analyzing research activity, based 
on articles published in specialized scientific journals 
("publications") [8]. These articles represent, in many sectors 
of academic research, an essential part of laboratory 
production. Bibliometric aims to establish relevant indicators 
to describe this production, and contribute to the analysis of 
research activity carried out in these laboratories [9]. Born on 
an empirical basis, difficult to handle, bibliometric-type 
indicators are nevertheless important tools for describing one 
of the essential dimensions of fundamental research. 
This paper is structured as follows: Section 2 presents our 
research methodology. Section 3 the obtained results and 
finally, the conclusions of this paper are provided in Section. 
4. 
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2. MATERIALS AND METHODS 
 
In order to assess the quality of a scientific publication (or 
report), we should distinguish between an intrinsic evaluation 
and an evaluation on the basis of external indicators. An 
intrinsic evaluation by an independent expert in the domain 
treated by the publication is generally considered to be the 
best way for assessing the scientific value of a paper. 
 
Our evaluation approach based on the evaluation of the 
quality of the content of a scientific article, we added two 
other criteria: (1) the subject treated by the citing article and 
its relationship with the other cited (Topic Modeling) [10] 
and (2) the purpose of the citation (Sentiment Analysis). 
 
2.1 Data Set 
 
In this study we have used the Corpus NIPS (1987-2017) 
-Neural Information Processing Systems (NIPS) is one of the 
top machine learning conferences in the world. It covers 
topics ranging from deep learning and computer vision to 
cognitive science and reinforcement learning- This dataset 
includes the Id, year of publication, title, and extracted text for 
all NIPS papers to date (ranging from the first 1987 
conference to the 2017 conference). We have extracted the 
paper text from the raw PDF files and are releasing that both 
in CSV files. 
 

2.2 Pre-processing   
In this phase we built a second csv file containing the citations 
of all papers in the corpus (Table 1), and a third one contains 
the references of each paper and the relationship “referenced 
by”. 
For the first part, we want to extract the citations from each 
paper, our input is a “file.txt” is the text content of an 
“article.pdf”, we have segmented the text into sentences with 

delimiter (Uppercase-point), then we let's do a search on the 
sentences extracted previously, if they contain a number 
between brackets (exp. [x] VANCOUVER Style) if "yes", we 
consider this sentence as a “citation”. 
 
For the construction of the third csv file we used the GROBID 
machine learning reference extraction library, this library has 
several functionalities, we used only one, it is the parsing of 
references and the extraction of meta-data from each (authors, 
paper title, journal or conference , ISSN, publication date… ), 
and for the construction of the relation referenced by we find 
if a reference of an article exists in our corpus, if "yes" we 
trace this relation, if "no" we find elsewhere then we trace the 
relation with the “URL” where the article exists. 
 

2.3 Processing and analysis 
In the field of information analysis and information retrieval, 
we are interested to analyzed citations and extracted [18] their 
relationship with referenced papers. We are started with the 
detection of the context of citation; either in a sentence or for 
more precision within a paragraph. For example, we can take 
sentences from the first one containing the citation to the 
following sentence containing the other citation or to the end 
of the paragraph. This step call in the field of “Information 
Retrieval” by "segmentation”. It consists of identifying the 
sentences in a sequence of words, we are only interested in 
sentences containing references, in this way we extracts each 
sequence of words containing one or more references, we 
obtain afterwards a list of sentences as output. 
 
For detecting the semantic links and Topic Modeling, a 
second preprocessing step - applied on the previous extracted 
sentences (citations) - is necessary before processing 
algorithms. This step named in Information Retrieval System 
by "Lemmatization": One of the most important treatments in 
text mining applications, is the processing of the natural 

   Table 1: Example of citations 
 

ID paper Year Title Citations 

2 1987 
The Capacity of the 
Kanerva Associative 
Memory is Exponential 

This exponential grovth in capacity for the Kanerva associative memory contrasts 
sharply yith the sub-linear grovth in capacity for the Hopfield associative memory [1] 
 

110 1988 
Adaptive Neural Networks 
Using MOS Charge 
Storage 

DAC's have already proven themselves in situations where 5 bits or less of 
resolution [3] [4] are sufficient, but higher resolution is prohibitively expensive in 
terms of area 

6716 2017 

Improving Regret Bounds 
for Combinatorial 
Semi-Bandits with 
Probabilistically Triggered 
Arms and Its Applications 

Here we briefly explain the novel aspects of our analysis that allow us to achieve 
new regret bounds and differentiate us from previous analyses such as the ones in 
[7] and [16, 15] 

7189 2017 Convolutional Phase 
Retrieval 

The authors in [5, 2] show that the phase retrieval problem with random coded 
distraction and STFT measurements can be solved by minimizing nonconvex 
objectives, while [5] requires resampling for the initialization, and in [2] the 
contraction radius is not large enough for initialization 
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language. This task is highly dependent on the language 
being processed, it can be divided into two steps: first one is to 
build a list of empty words that do not share a particular 
meaning useful for finding information for each language 
(elimination of stop words), and the second is the lexical 
analysis of the content of a text grouping the words of the 
same family. 

2.3.1 Text sentiment extraction 
In this step of sentiment analysis [19] we are used the Lexical 
dictionary WordNet and we have worked with the three 
classical classes (neutral, positive, negative) (Figure1). 

 
Figure 1: Polarity Extraction Processes 

 
 
 

2.3.2 Identification of semantic links  
Semantic Link analyzes the text and attempts to find all pairs  

of words which are semantically related. For that purpose it 
uses a statistical measure called Mutual Information, or MI 
for short. The higher the MI for a given pair of words, the 
higher the chance that they are related. 
 

 
Figure 2: Venn diagram 

 
Venn diagram [11] showing additive and subtractive 
relationships various information measures associated with 
correlated variables X and Y. The area contained by both 
circles is the joint entropy H(X,Y) (Figure 2). The circle on 
the left (red and violet) is the individual entropy H(X), with 
the red being the conditional entropy H(X|Y). The circle on 
the right (blue and violet) is H(Y), with the blue being 
H(Y|X). The violet is the Mutual Information I(X;Y) 
 

Table 1: Polarity of Citations 
 

ID 
paper 

Year Title Citations Polarity 

2 1987 
The Capacity of the Kanerva 
Associative Memory is 
Exponential 

This exponential grovth in capacity for the Kanerva associative memory contrasts sharply yith the 
sub-linear grovth in capacity for the Hopfield associative memory [1] 
 

Neutral 

110 1988 
Adaptive Neural Networks 
Using MOS Charge Storage 

DAC's have already proven themselves in situations where 5 bits or less of resolution [3] [4] are 
sufficient, but higher resolution is prohibitively expensive in terms of area 

Negative 

6716 2017 

Improving Regret Bounds for 
Combinatorial Semi-Bandits 
with Probabilistically 
Triggered Arms and Its 
Applications 

Here we briefly explain the novel aspects of our analysis that allow us to achieve new regret bounds 
and differentiate us from previous analyses such as the ones in [7] and [16, 15] 

Positive 

7189 2017 
Convolutional Phase 
Retrieval 

The authors in [5, 2] show that the phase retrieval problem with random coded distraction and 
STFT measurements can be solved by minimizing nonconvex objectives, while [5] requires 
resampling for the initialization, and in [2] the contraction radius is not large enough for 
initialization 

Negative 

 
2.3.3 Topic Model  
 
In this stage we have using the Latent Dirichlet Allocation 
(LDA) algorithm to detect the subjects of the scientific 
document and these citations, LDA [12] [13], is a 

probabilistic thematic modeling algorithm. It is based on the 
intuition that documents are composed of several themes (not 
words), where a theme is a multinomial distribution on a fixed 
vocabulary W [14]. 
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The generative process for each document thus declines [15]:  
1. Choose N ~ Poisson (ξ).  
2. Choose θ ~ Dir (α).  
3. For each N words 푤푛 :  

a) Choose a topic 푧푛 ~ Multinomial (θ).  
b) Choose a word 푤푛 from p (푤푛 | 푧푛, β), A 

conditioned multinomial probability on the subject 
푧푛  

Where:  
- ξ: Random variable generating the number of words for each 
document.  
- α: Vector of dimension K corresponding to the parameters of 
the Dirichlet law generating the words of a document.  

- β: The coefficients β푖푗 thus correspond to the probability of a 
word w푗 belonging to the topic z푖, thus β푖푗=푃( w푗| z푖).  
- θ: Latent variable represents the exact proportion of topics in 
each document.  
- z: 푧푖Are the topics (classes) associated with each word 푤푗 of 
a document.  
 
LDA sees each document as a set of occurrences appearing in 
an arbitrary order, which brings it, closer to the 
"bag-of-words" model [16]. 
 

 
Table 2:  Extracted topics from citations 

 

 
 
 
2.3.4 Topic visualization 
 
Though we’ve already seen what the topic keywords in each 
topic are, a word cloud with the size of the words proportional 

to the weight is a pleasant sight. The coloring of the topics 
we’ve taken here is followed in the subsequent plots as well 
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When it comes to the keywords in the topics, the importance 
(weights) of the keywords matters. Along with that, how 
frequently the words have appeared in the documents is also 
interesting to look. 

We want to keep an eye out on the words (Figure 3) that occur 
in multiple topics and the ones whose relative frequency is 
more than the weight. Often such words turn out to be less 
important. The chart we’ve drawn below is a result of adding 
several such words to the stop words list in the beginning and 
re-running the training process. 

 
Figure 3: Word Count and Importance of Topic Keywords 

 
 
 
2.3.5 Citing-Cited relationship 
 

To create this tree structure (Figure 4), we created a reference 
relationship between all articles in the corpus (Table 3); as a 
starting point, we used Grobid1 (GeneRation Of 
BIbliographi--c Data) 

 
1 A machine learning software for extracting information from scholarly documents 

https://grobid.readthedocs.io 

 
Figure 4: Relational schema of a scientific document with 

“ref” is a document 

for extracting the references for each paper in the corpus in 
PDF format as input, and output as structured XML/TEI 
encoded documents. By the following we created a program 
takes as input an XML / TEI document to make parsing then 
extracts the titles of the references, find if the titles extracted 
exists in our corpus, as output we created a file csv with the 
form (id; pdf-name ; references; referenced by; title; 
pub-year). 

The referenced by or cited relationship allows us to establish a 
relationship between the articles in the same corpus. 

After our experimentation on NIPS corpus we observed that 
only the articles in the period (1987-1997) which change this 
relation, the number of these articles is more than 200 articles 
among 3543 between the periods (1987-2016) (Table 4).
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Table 3 : “Referenced by” relationship or Cited 
 

 
 
 
3. RESULTS AND DISCUSSION 
 
Each citation in a scientific paper is linked at least to one 
reference’s article (Figure 4). 

After we got the results, we can incorporate the concept of the 
semantic class. We can say for example that:  

« The author of the basic document (Doc 3 ) criticizes the approach 
x cited of the article referenced (Doc 7), in the subject z (Topic 5 ) 
with the proportion 52% ». 

With : p ϵ [0,100[ 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

In order to get our result (Figure 6) we used the Graphvis tool, 
it is an open source graph visualization software. Graph 
visualization is a way of representing structural information 
as diagrams of abstract graphs and networks (Figure 5). It has 
important applications in networking, bioinformatics, 
software engineering, database and web design, machine 
learning, and in visual interfaces for other technical domains. 

 
Figure 5: Generated Graph using Graphvis 

 
 
 
 
 

Doc 1 

Doc 3 Doc 4 
Doc 5 

Doc 6 

Doc 7 
Doc 8 

t=0 
Semantic Class: Negative 
Topic: Topic 5 
Proportion: 52% 

 

Doc 2 
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Each node in the graph represents a scientific article and each 
arc represents the reference or citation relation, moreover the 
color of the arc represents the semantic class and the label on 
each arc is the dominant topic of the citation. 
 
To achieve our result we have generated a text file of the 
following form using Graphvis library: 
 
digraph prof { 
 ratio = fill; 
 node [style=filled]; 
 Doc1 -> Doc3 [color="0.002 0.999 0.999",label = "topic_6(41%)"]; 
 Doc2 -> Doc3 [color="0.649 0.701 0.701",label = "topic_3(87%)"]; 
 Doc1 -> Doc4 [color="0.348 0.839 0.839",label = "topic_0(54%)"]; 
 Doc1 -> Doc5 [color="0.649 0.701 0.701",label = "topic_6(44%)"]; 
 Doc2 -> Doc6 [color="0.647 0.702 0.702",label = "topic_7(83%)"]; 
 Doc2 -> Doc7 [color="0.348 0.839 0.839",label = "topic_4(52%)"]; 
 Doc3 -> Doc7 [color="0.650 0.700 0.700",label = "topic_6(49%)"]; 
 Doc5 -> Doc8 [color="0.002 0.999 0.999",label = "topic_0(13%)"]; 
     Doc6 -> Doc8 [color="0.650 0.700 0.700",label = "topic_9(93%)"]; 
     Doc2 -> Doc5 [color="0.650 0.700 0.700",label = "topic_1(28%)"]; 
} 

Each line represents the link of the two nodes; the color of the 
link arc and the label on the arc. 
 
4. CONCLUSION 
 
In conclusion, we can say that the analysis of scientific 
documents [17] is a topic that interests many people from 
different disciplines. We find, on the one hand, scientists 
(researchers) that produce and exploit these documents; on 
the other hand, scientific publishers, librarians, and 
producers of databases... who handle and process these 
scientific documents. 

The better scientific articles you use in your literature review, 
the more robust your own research will be. If you use articles 
that are not authoritative, you run the risk of drawing 
unfounded conclusions harmful to your dissertation or thesis.  

 

 

Your supervisor always checks the sources of the conclusions 
you draw. 
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